Introduction
A finite Abelian p-group G is of type A =(11, . . ..A.) if it is isomorphic to the direct product of cyclic groups Z/p"'Z X ... xL/p% where L,z...z~,.
Subgroups of G, ordered by inclusion, compose a modular lattice Ld. For A=(n), this lattice is a chain. For L=(l, . . . . I)= l", this lattice is isomorphic to the lattice of subspaces of the vector space (UpiT)". Hence we call the image of an order-preserving injection of L, into LA a generalized flag. 
Background on topology of partially ordered sets
The algebraic topology of the simplicial complexes d,(S) was first studied by Stanley [16] . The fact that d,(S) is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of (IS 1 -l)-dimensional spheres follows most directly from the following three observations. (1) The simplicial complex of chains in a modular (even semimodular) lattice is shellable.
(2) In a graded poset P of rank n with 6 and I, if the simplicial complex of chains in P-{b, i} is shellable, then so is the simplicial complex of chains with rank set contained in S, for each S c [n -11.
(3) A shellable simplicial complex of dimension d is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of d-dimensional spheres. Proofs of (1) and (2) may be found in Bjiirner [2] . A proof of (3) is written out in BjGrner [3] . Readers interested in the topology of partially ordered sets will want to read Walker's thesis [ 181 and the survey paper on Cohen-Macaulay posets by Bjiirner, Garsia and Stanley [4] .
Since n,(S) is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres, it has the same homology as a wedge of spheres. Hence the number of spheres in the wedge is just the dimension of the vector space Eiisl _ ,(d,(S);Q).
Definition 2.1. Let p be a prime, I a partition of n, and S a subset of [n -11. Then
is known to topologists as the top-dimensional See, e.g., Munkres [13] .
Notice that Ais, (Al(S), d,(S)) = 0 since n,(S) is an (1 S ) -1)-dimensional simplicial complex. So V, : I$, _ l(A,(S)) + I& _ 1 (AL(S)) is an injection.
Hence, with rational coefficients, dim& _ ,(n,(S);Q)s dim&,, _ l(n,(,S);Q). 0
Those who know that the Cohen-Macaulay property is preserved under rank selection will readily see that the above lemma and its proof remain valid for posets PGQ that are Cohen-Macaulay over Q.
We conclude this section with an easy lemma which shows the topological condition p,(S;~)</3~(S;p) for all S implies that, for all S, the number of chains with rank set S in L, does not exceed the number of chains with rank set S in LJ,. We first introduce notation.
Definition 2.3. Let p be a prime, ,I a partition of n, and S= {rt, . . . , rk} a subset of [n -11. Then we denote by aA(S;p) the number of chains of subgroups in a finite Abelian p-group G of type 2, where Hi has order pfi. Hence, aA@; p) = 1 and aA is the number of chains with rank set S in L, when S#0.
The fact that the necessary condition
jI,(S;~)rfi~(S;p)
for all S implies that
r_~~(S;p)~a~(S;p) for all S is a consequence
of the following well-known lemma. See, e.g., Stanley [17] .
Lemma 2.4. Let p be a prime and A a partition of n. For each subset S of [n -I], the top (and only nonvanishing) Betti number of the simplicial complex A,(S) is related to the number of chains with rank set Tc S in LA by

PA(S;P) = ,F, (-l)'s-7'%(T;P). _ Equivalently, by the principle of inclusion-exclusion, they are related by
Proof. The Euler-Poincare formula of algebraic topology (see, e.g., Munkres [13, p. 1241 
Q,I(CP)* (2)
TCS
ITI=i+l
The lemma follows from equations (1) [12] . Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions PA(x;t) are defined so that P,(x;t)P,(x;t) 
The Kostka polynomial K,,(t) E Z[t] has nonnegative coefficients.
In a later paper [ 111, Lascoux and 
&(t) = t"Q)K,A(t-'). (5)
The modified Kostka polynomial
is still a polynomial in t (with nonnegative coefficients) Stanley's observation is mentioned in [7] . We include a proof here for completeness. 
since the degree of K,,(t) is at most n(A). (See
PANP) =&(s),(P).
Proof. We will show that
sb(S)(x)
= A?, & t--l) P 'T'~A(T;t-')t"(A)PA(x;t). Expand along the bottom row to express sbts) as a sum of two determinants.
In the first determinant, the term -h,,h,_,., corresponds (see Lemma 3.1) to the subset {r,} of S and the term h, corresponds to the subset 0 of S. In the second determinant, the term h,, h, _ r, h, _ rz corresponds to the subset { rl, r2} of S and the term -h,h, _rz corresponds to the subset {r2} of S. For S= {T,, . . . . rk}< c [n -I], the Jacobi-Trudi identity gives the expression below for sbCs).
4, h, .
-a h, hn h-r, ... k-r, k-r, 
T={t,,t* (..., QJCS
(In the induction step, expand along the bottom row.) Equation (6) is now seen as a consequence of Lemma 3.1. 0
Proof of the main result
Our main result, Theorem 1.1, follows from the two theorems of this section. The first theorem (the "only if" part of our main theorem) is a consequence of Lascoux and Schiitzenberger's nonnegativity result and Stanley's observation. To establish (1) we must exhibit a column-strict tableau of shape b(S,) and weight ,u. Such a filling is shown in Fig. 5 . To establish (2) we must show that the existence of a column-strict tableau of shape b(S,) and weight I implies that ,u~A. Fix such a tableau.
Consider the right-most column of the tableau. Since the tableau is column-strict, the ,& entries in this column must be distinct. The total number of distinct entries in a tableau of weight A is 22;. Hence n'i 2,~;. is not yet published, but the key ideas are in [6] . Our surjection generalizes Knuth's We think of the inversion ts as forcing the inversion yx. 
L,(P)GLA(P)
where
CO is the labelling of [A] = [A ,] + 1.. + [A,] described in Definition 5.1, L( [A],) c S, is the set of linear extensions of the labelled poset [A],, D(n) is the descent set of n, and inv,(rc) is the number of minimal inversions in 7~. (The ordering on inversions is described in Definition 5.2.)
Our definition of inv,(n) was inspired by a simple algorithm in [l] for obtaining standard generators for each subgroup of a finite Abelian p-group. Our formula for pA(S;p) generalizes the formula for &@;p) given, e.g., in [17, p.1321. Regonati's new proof [14] that the lattice of subgroups of any finite Abelian pgroup is rank-unimodal is based on such a group-theoretic interpretation. He gives a proof by induction of the fact (first established in Butler [7] for this research. Early in our work he noticed that pulA is not a sufficient condition for L,GL, yet guessed that it is a necessary condition.
